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The Cherokee formation is one of the important rock
formations of Kansas. There has been much work done upon the
coal beds of this formation but so far as is shown by a search
of the available literature, there has been no work carried on
makino a study of the rock beds of the formation by means of
chemical analysis.
This paper is an endeavour to do three things: (1) to make
a brief study of the rocks of the Cherokee formation at various
horizons, (2) to attempt to show by chemical analysis the position
of the land mass from which the sediments were derived, and (3)
to see if it might be possible to divide the rock layers into
definitely correlated beds on a basis of chemical analysis alone.
Nature of Study
The study of the rock formation was conducted by collecting
samples at various places from the outcrop, usually upon the
sides of strip pits. The samples were collected in such a manner
as to get those having most bearing upon the three points to be
considered. Ten of these samples are designated as the "l/pt serie s
and were taken from approximately two to six feet above the Mineral
vein west of Pittsburg. These samples were then analyzed according
to the methods which are to be described in the analytical work; the
percentages of the substances are reported in the oxide form. Also,
the sample~ were treated with organic solvents and the amount of
soluble material determined. The amount of volatile and combust i.ble
material was also determined o
-1-
CI~ R II
DSSCRIPTI 1:1" OF FORI: loTIO!
Importance of Fon~tion
Location
Cherokee Form tion is the name given to the groun of
sandstones, limestones, shales, and coal beds outcropnin in
Southeastern Kansas bet een ti.iO lines extending in a northeast
direction; the east most passinu west of Baxter SprinJs, and
tow rd sbury, 'issouxi, and the line forming the west boundry
of the outcrop passing throuoh the vicinity of Cherryvale and
Fo_~t Scott .. e forma tion is made up princi~)e.lly of sands and
sh es nth the latter uredomin2tinJ ; there are, however, occas-
ional beds of lines tone and coal. The cks are not of any pure
class but run from Sffilds to limes ~nd Qre found in all other
combinations; the beds are verJ inconsistent and lensing is
frequent ..
e Southe&stern part of the state is the only place in
Kans.s where the Chero ee outcrops.. The outcrop is extensive
and covers an area of approximately eight hundred sixtur-five
squ re miles in this part of the st~te; of this area 7e find
fi ve hundred fort~ square miles in C11erokee County, two hundred
squc.::,e miles in Cra 7fo rd Count~-, one hundred square miles in
Ls.bette County, end t enty-five s~uare miles outcroppin along
the stre~@ beds of Bourbon County.l





























2 R. C. l\Ioore ani enneth . Lande s, Underground Resources
of Kansas. p. 13.
3 Report of Sixth Annual Field Conference. Kansas
Geologic2l Society. 1932.
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The rocks of the Cherokee slope to the northwest, the
direction of the dip being given as N 69 0 58" ,4 and since.
the topography is ner.rly flat the strike of the outcrop is
approximately perpendicular to the dipo The amount of dip
varies from about a foot six inches to about fifteen feet to
the mile. The shales vary in thickness, the average being
approximately four hundred fifty feet; the formation, however,
tends to thicken to the southwest and thin out to the northeast.
Rocks of the ississippian system form the foundation upon
which the rock of the Cherokee formation is deposited. The
Cherokee is separated from the ississippian rocks by an uncon-
formity representing a period of considerable erosion between
the time of the deposition of the beds of the Ilassissippian
system and the overlying Cherokeeo 5
t the western extremity of the Cherokee outcrop we find
the rocks dipping under the younger layers of the Pennsylvanian
period, namely, the Fort cott limestone of the iarmaton group.
The Cherokee is known to extend sone distance west under this
formation but tends to thin out as it reaches westward. 6
4 C. 1. Y01~ng, H. C. llen, :r:e,nsas Coal. p. 22.
5 E. R. Buckley, Geolo y of the Granby Area. Missouri
Bureau of Geology and \in~s. Vol. IV. p. 78.·















































7 o. M. Young and H. C. Allen t Kansas Ooal. p. 73
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The position of the Cherokee, in relation to other formations,
can be readily seen by observation of the preceeding drawing.
Economic Value
Coal...............
The coal in the Cherokee is the thing of economic importance
at the outcrop.8 The formation contains some eleven coal horizons
some of which can be worked at a profit. Few beds are consistent
over any large area in paying portions, but are of a local nat~e.
The Pittsburg-veir and the Miner~l coals are probably the more
widespread over the area.
The coal beds vary from mere sheets up to forty inches in
thickness; few beds are worked wh~ch have a thickness of less
than ten inches. The lowest coal bed known lies immediately at
the base of the Cherokee, but it, like many of the higher beds,
is of little or no importance. 9 t about one hundred and fifty
feet above the base of the Cherokee is a coal varying from
t elve to eighteen inches in thickness, but seems to be localized
to the southeast part of the district; to the north and west it
either disappears or occupies a lower position.
The Pittsburg-~eir coal bed is by far the most importnnt
in the state, as it is spread over a large area. The bed is
about two hundred and fifty feet above the base of the Cherokee;
the workable area of this bed is shown in Fig. No. 2. 10 The coal
8 R. C. {oore and 3nneth . Landes, Under round Resources
of Kansas. p. 25.
9 Lrasmus Haworth, Special Report on Coal. p. 25.
10 C. M. Young and H. C. llen, Kansas Coal. p. 70.
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is of a good quality and varies in thickness from forty-three
inches in the south to thirty-two inches in thickness in the
north part of the district.
The Cherokee is very valuable as a reservoir for uch of
the oil and gas of the Mid-Continent field. ll Oil and gas are
found in the fo~ation where it dips under the surface. The
two prj.ncipal oil and as producing layers are the Bartlesville
and Burgess sands, the former being about mid ay up in the
formation and the latter at the base of the Cherokee where it
rests directly upon the Mississippi limestone. Lenses of sand
are present throughout the Cherokee, however, and in rome cases
contain oil and gas. The Cherokee produces oil in Cowley, lk,
Fr nklin, bette, Linn, Mi i, eosho, and Rice Counties, in
some quanti ties.
Natural Gas
The productive area for natural gas from the Cherokee
formation is quite extensive. There is some production most
everywhere the Cherokee is found as far west as .cPherson County.
The main gas fields or regions, however, may be divided into two
areas: (1) beginning in .Johnson County and extending southward
into ChautauClua County are the "shoe string sands," and (2)
farther west are the larger elongated sand bodies beginning in
the northeastern part of Greenvood County and extending routhward
11 R. C 'III!" d K th K La d. J.\loore an enne ..n er,
of Kansas. pp. 93-115.
Underground Resources
through eastern Covrley County.12 The tfshoe string sand" region
of eastLrn ansas includes such important fields as the St.
Paul strino, the McCune string, the Bush City string, the Colony
string, the Garnett string, and the Goodrich-Parker string. 13
The ~portant producing region of the western area is the
Sallyards-ldadison tfshoe string" in Greenwood County. The Cherokee
formation is the main gas producer in the eastern part of the state.
sphalt
Exposures of asphaltic sandstone are present at various
places in southeastern nsas where the Cherokee outcrops.14
These deposits were formed by seepage of oil out of the outcrop
of the oil sands. pparently these outcrops are of little
commercial importance except when used locally as road bUilding
material.
lletals
There are no metals of value found in the Cherokee itself.
Some individuals have conceived the theory that' the lead and
zinc ores of the Joplin district leached down into the Mississip-
pian from the younger rocks above; there has been considerable
evidence brought forward to support the belie~o15 There is a
deposit of lead ore in the Pleasanton shales near ine Creek,
deposited in a fracture in the rocks and at various time it has
been worked o Galena has also been reported as being found in
12 alter . Van iebe, Oil Fields in the United Stutes. p. 207.
ndes, Underground Resources
13 Ernest R. Lilley, The Geology of Petroleum and Natural
Gas. pp. 359-363.
14 R. C..!oore and enneth ...
of Kansas. p. 37.
15 C. . Buckley, lfGeology of the Granby Area, If 1i s:.,ouri
Bureau of Geology and Kines. VOlo IV. pp. 78-85.
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a l~estone region to the west but the authority of this finding
could not be definitely established. In support of the theory,
may I also say that in observing the various shale samples under
the ordinary microscope, on several occasions in studying sands
from the 10 er Cherokee, there was observed what appeared to be
small crystals of Galena,· attempt to isolate enough of
alks and Talks in the Geologic Field.
these to get a definite chemical test for lead did not meet with
success.
Conditions Under hich Formed
Climate
t the time of the formation of the Cherokee the climate on
this continent was suitable for abundant vegetation. The atmos-
phere was very favorable to plant growth as it undoubtedly con-
tained more carbon dioxide than it does today~ The plants grew
large and the great coal deposits were laid down in the swamps
which were qUite numerous. There were no destructive winds
sweeping through the forest to disturb the vegetation, so it
grew to enormous dimensions.16
nd Movements
The Cherokee was in the main coastal deposits, the rocks
containing wave and ripple marks as well as showing the effects
of shore currents. 17 The sands are lenticular in nature and show
markedly the effects of local conditions of deposition as well
as the rhythmatic movements of the land masses.
16 Alexander finchell,
pp. 183-188.
17 Erasmus Ha'orth, Special Report on Coal. p. 29.
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Great elevations of the land masses alan the coast line
are not in eVidence; apparently the coast line was low and of
a very swan~y nature. The sediments presumably came from the
ichita and other ranges to the southwest in Oklahoma as the
rocks tend to thicken to-the southwest and to thin out as e
proceed to the northeast.
There were a number of swamps along this 10 1 lying coast
in which was deposited the abundant vegetation in the form of
carbonaceous shales or in some cases coal. Some of these swamps
extended over almost the entire area causing such deposits of
coal as the extensive Pittsburg-'leir beds; others ere of a more
local nature. It probably would have been difficult in many cases
to tell where the land and seas really met.
Th-e coal of Kansas is undoubtedly derived from the vegetation
which lived in these swamps. In the coal we find decomposed
vegetable tissue upon observation under the microscope. Leaves
of plants are found in large quantities in the shales above the
coal beds and in some cases we find tree roots in the beds below.
The plants which supplied the vegetation for the Kansas coal beds
were cryptogams in the swamps, with a few ymDD rms growing on
the uplands.
The rock strata of the age show there was an elevation of a
part of the land above the sea level, forming immense stretches
of marshy country which was covered with a luxuriant growth of
vegetation, where th coal beds were formed; but even at this
period there were alternate elevations of the land above water
level and depression below the level of the sea, as shown by the
coal being in beds, alternating with marine rock strata.
-11-
Kedzie gives a very ood description of the country during
the Cherokee period in his following article:
ttThe indications are plain that this age was one
of numerous changes of level; that all regions, over
which the formations of coal was going on, were at
long intervals of time depressed below the sea level,
so that coal forming was for the time checked, and
layers of ~rine rock were deposited; that when the
land was again elevated to the condition of a marsh,
the thick growth of vegetation and the making of coal
began again, and thus there ~ere formed alternate coal
beds and marine rock layers~t 8
Fallen leaves and other dead vegetation constantly gathered
over these reat coal marshes, after long ages, making deposits of
great thickness over which marine rocks were gradually deposited,
producing a great pressure on the decayed vegetation below, forcing
out the light gasses and leaving the deposits of coal.'
Life
Flora19
The great marshy districts of the period were covered with
a wonderfully dense growth of vegetation consisting of some three
thousand different known species. The forests were both dense
and extensive.
The scale trees seemed to predominate in both size and
number. They were a sort of evergreen, having small needle-like
leaves. These trees frequently grew to one hundred feet of more
in height and as much as twelve feet in diameter. The growth
rings were absent except in those at the very close of the Penn-
sylvanian period showing an absence of seasons. Huge Calamites
18 • K. Kedzie, gricultural Geology. p. 34.
19 3'. f. Dawson, The Geological History of Plants. pp. 110-174.
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or rushes grew to sixty feet in height and fifteen inches in
thickness. Ferns also grew to unbelievable sizes and made growti1
very dense; some grew from the trees while others grew on the
ground forming majestic trees themselves. Some of these ferns
produced seeds but most were spread by spores. These forests
grew up rapidly and were of very soft woods. The spores from
these trees and ferns, when spreading, changed the green of the
forest to a yellowish brown; some of the coals today are made
up almost wholly of these spores which fell through the leaves
of the dense forest foliage o
Lepidodendron and Sigillaria were the predominating trees,
Calamites predominating among the rushes. The Lepidodendron tree
was a tall tree whose trunk and limbs were covered over with
seal-like impressions arranged in a diagonally winding series
down the tree. ~le Lepidodendron has some features connecting
it with the modern ttground pine, tt in other ways it is connected
with tropical Cycads, having some properties of our modern trees
and some of our typical fernso The Sigillaria is similar to the
Lepidodendron except the leaf scars were arranged lengthwise and
more remote from each othero The Calamites were the predominating
rushes.
Fauna20
The Fauna of the Cherokee period does not seem as extensive
as the plant life, yet it is qUite extensive. The Pennsylvanian
ge seems to be the dawn of the insect as well as its period of
domination o Only one of the four hundred forms had a wing spread
20 Schuchert, Charles. Historical Geolo y. pp. 351-372 0
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of under .38' and. tVlenty over 4 ft , the average r.i. ng spread be ing'
about t,,-;o inches. ~ t the close of the period the insects seemed
to be d.eclining, apparently having flourished in the warn, moist
clirna te. There appeared, during the Pennsylvania period~ eight
hundred different kinds 'of cockroaches o Scorpions and spiders
were present in primitiVG form, the spider not yet having the
power of weaving its web.
The amphibian was the principal type of animal life. There
were about eighty-eight species ranging in size frcrll two inches
to about tnenty feet in length. Most of therr were small creatures
related to the living salamander. They were sluggish, living in
or about the water, and were protected from their enemies by a
coat of armor. fev.. primitive reptiles were knovm in be in
existence, as well as some of the other forms of life.
The sea life of Cherokee time was mostly of the shell type
and of cosmopolitan nature. The most important were the brachiopods,
bivalves, astropods, and cephalopods.
Ch2 les Schuchert painted a very fine picture of a forest
of this period when he wrote:
ftIn these forests of Pennsylvanian time mi ht have
been seen flying about the largest insects that have ever
lived. Great dragon-flies' reaching a wing spread of
trienty-nine inches. Hu e cockroaches abounded everywhere
in greo. t variety, giant s of four inche s in length no t
being rare. As a rule, these insects were 5arnivorous,
and did not trcmsfer the pollen from one flover to another,
with resulting cross-fertilization, as is so commonly
done by living insects amonG present-day plants. The
smaller insects were preyed upon by scorpions and spiders,
the latter not makino webs but liVing on the ground or
in rotten logs, along "ili th many myriapods, or thousand-
legs. Yo insect of this time, so far as blOwn, produced
-14-
chirping or other sounds, and the soughing of the
wind amon the trees ~as interrupted onl by the
croak of an amphibian in the marsh o • phibians
were COhmon in the swamps, and it is probable that
many sn~ll reptiles were runnins over the ground
and about the treeso ro lar eland animalsi suchas we low, and no birds were to be seen.»2
pparentl
v
about the only conflict occurin6 upon the
continent during this period was the quiet struogle of the land
and sea to gain domain over the re ion. 1e can observe by the
record left in the rock that this stru gle was not great at
any time but was co tinuully gOi.Ilo on; it was this quiet
oscillation of the land and sea which is largely responsible
for the coal deposits of K~nsas.
21 Schuc_ert, Charles. Historicnl Geologyo p. 378.
CHAPrE III
LES OF Fa ,. 10
ethod or Sampling
The general method used in samplin was to clean off the
face of the rock to be sampled with a stone mason's hammer, then
to chisel dOMl the face makino a grove about t 0 inches in width
and several inches in depth. The rock chisled off was collected
in canvas bags and labelled, these samples were later crushed to
quarter inch size, quartered wld then ground'to pass a hundred
mesh sieve. bout twenty grams were placed in a tUbe for immediate
use and about two hundred-fifty grams of the quarter inch size
kept in labelled bottles for reference in future work. In all
cases the analytical work was done on the material which had been
passed through the hundred mesh sieve.
Description of Samples
The Cherokee formation may be r ther roughly cut into two
types of formations with no definite dividing line between. The
sediments of'the lower parts of the formation seem to be of a more
porous nature and to carry large quantities of sand, and iron, the
layers being subject to more local disturbances and appearing to
have been deposited very close to the coast line where loc J con-
ditions played a very important part. The upper portion of the
formation, hovever, appears to be of a slightly more uniform
nature and to carry larger amounts of lime and less sand, also
to be of a more compact nature and to contain an abundance of
organic material. The land, at the beginning of the period, must
-15-
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have been of hj. her elevation, more rug ed and perhaps more
unst~ble than at the close of the period.
The rqjority of the s~mples studied were fron the uuper
portion o~ the fo ation. e samples lere taken havino the
three points to be considered in mind. Ten of the samples were
taken immediately above the Miner<:l coal vein (beginning at a
dist~nce of one foot above the vein and extending up lards for a
distance of approximately six feet) and were collected in a line
approximately parqllel to the strike which happens to be presum-
ably the direction fron which the sediments cameo These ten
samples are rl..phed in the following chapter.
e ten sa les discussed in the above para raph were taken
fro~. five d iffe:-ent pit s • T'ne rock seemingly wa .ore porous at
the south end of the section than at the north end, but the difference
as very slight. The first bre k of conseQuence w s the finding
of a limestone 11.yer beginning ·_·t the 10catio:.1 of samule No.6 and
thickening sliohtly to the northo In the entire section small
anticlines and synclines were observed and lensin was frequent
indic;,ting the:. t the land was cont inually slo ly mov,in during and
folloi'/ins the deposition of sed'iments. t no time, ho'rever, was
the land aDparentl far under the sea and in no ca~e did it rise
above the ater level.
Sonethin; of the :ife of the period of deposition could also
be read, but ~o study of this matter was made at this time. otice
!faS sinply given to the fact that in the rock closely a soci ted
'lui th l.qr e amounts of cc.rbonaceous matter animal life, in the form
of brachopod , crinoids, end a few g~stropods, make up the principal
-17-
fossil remaL~s, the Spirifer and Productus beinry pronounced.
o deposits h~vin _'4ore sand and less carbonaceous matter
carried remains of flor~ in quantities, but fe~ animal fossils;
the sea water of these deyosits were too muldy rhaps to be
favurable to aninal life,.
The remaining ten samples which vere analyzed in this work
were selected fron various places over the outcrop of the forma-
tion in this region. description of these samples and their
10c8. tion can be secured fro~l the description rhid:1 is to follow.
Name and Location of Samples
e t/enty samples discussed in this report were fro various
districts. The first ten were t en frO::l above the Lightning
Creek coal beginning at approxin~tely t 0 feet qbove the coal
end extendin o upwards a distance of six feet. ~le s8Cules were
token as follo s:
1. S.121e collected fro il a strip pit about three miles west
an one-hc.lf mile south of the intersection of Broad7uy and
~uincy Street5, Pittsburg; sec. 35, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
2. Shale secured from a pit ~ bout one mile northeast of
the locatio 1 of sample No.1. It was fro~ the south end of the
nit of the Cor.illercial Fuel Conpany, on the south side of West
FOlTth Street; sec. 26, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
3. Shale t!l en fro IT. the S"', e pitas was lJo. 2, being north-
east of it and at t.4e north end of the pit; sec. 26, T. 30 S.,
R. 24 E.
4. Shale fro~ the Co~~rcial Fuel Company pit situated about
one-he if nile northea<"t of saL"!Ole I:ro. 3, but frof': the south end
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of t e pit on the ~orth side of est F~urth Street; sec. 23, To 30 S.,
R. 24 E.
5. Shale in the same pit"~s No.4, but at the north end,
apT)roxim~-,-t ely a quarte_ of a m:'le northeast of ITO. 4; sec. 23, T.
30 S., R. 24 E.
6. S~la_e fro:..... the Lone st :r Coc.l CODpany pit northeast of
1 5, in the south end of pit; sec. 23, T 30 S., R. 24 E.
7. S: ale fro:'l the Lone Star Coal COl pany pit located aro ut
t [0 hund.red tW{ nt yards north of &'"'In,le no" 6; sec. 23, T. 30 S.,
R. 24 E.
8. S.l.lale frol'".l the same pita s s ples No. 6 and No. 7 r but
loco.ted south of est Twentieth Street, and in the lorth end of
the pit ~bout t TO hundred t- enty yards north of the position of
TO. 7; sec. 23, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
9. Shale obt2.ined fro:1 the Ea::;le-C,-lero ~ee Coal Co~_p - y about
a mile and a half north" of sample -Io. 8, frOI.. the south end of the
pit; sec. 11, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
10. Shale frc!ll the _.l.orth end of the Ea;le-C.l erokee 00<..1
Co "'Jany pi t and about t- 0 and one-fourth miles west of the F onte:na c
Ro .... ; sec. 11, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
11. S.l&le consistinG of t e ~,teri innediq,tel above the
coal at sen)le Eo. 4; sec. 23, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
12. Shal e fran the J"e..yhawk Cool Co. 'Dan acro ss the state
line in ~i f sour i, north and east of Pitts' urge It was si tU[ ted
above the ~i ttsbur;:,- :eir bed a distaace of :)T)roximatel:- six feet;
sec. 7, T. 31 ~., R. 33 •
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130 Shale lo·ca ted Gt the to) of the Cb.erokeo, .. ed ia tely
belo! the Fort Scott limestone of the I: rIaaton formation, five
miles out on est Isurth Street.
14. Shale froL the same stratigraphic position as se.mple
o. 13, but on Broadwa north of rma.
15. Limestone found interbedded in till shale horizon of
the first ten s3l1lples.
as roo 7.
is sample was taken at the same location
16. Shale found about a quarter of a mile east of Po. 7,
extending from a foot to six feet above the coal.
of limestone was found here t-o feet above the coal.
thin layer
17. Sand outcropnino as a h~rd la er above sam~le No.4.
18. Sand loccted a 221f mile south est of the Canpus of
~nsrs state Te ~hers Colle~e, Pitt bur~; sec. 31, T. 30 S.,
R. 24 E.
19. Sh Ie immedi~tely above the coal in mine (62t' deen)
locate a half mile lest on air port road, and about t70 hundred
ye.rds :1.orth; sec. 16, T. 30 S., R. 24 E.
20. Scnd lac ted a o~t one and one-half miles east of
Bro'd-,7ay on Cra...-rforl-C:1Grokee County line; sec. 16, To 31 S.,
R. 25 •









METHODS OF _ T LYSIS
Preliminary lork
(ork Ex Others
There has been little work of value done in the analysis
of shaleso ork has been done by D. S. Rager22 upon the color-
ing matter, and by a number of men upon distillation and chemical
treatment. I. G. Farbenind23 did considerable work on the
pressure and chemical decomposition of coals, oil shales and
other carbonaceous solids. He used temperatures above two.
hundred degrees centigrade and a pressure of thirty atmospheres,
in the treatment of shales with solvents in the presence of free
halogens, or compounds setting free the halides.
The greater part of the work done in the way of an analysis
or carbonaceous material seems to have boen accomplished upon coal.
Coal is analyzed as a selling factor as the purchaser wishes to
know the value in comparison to other coals, this type of analysis
being knovm as a proximate analysis. Considerable ork has also
been done in the treatment of coal with various solvents, active
gasses, and distillation at various pressures and in different
types of atmospheres.
22 Dil\"orth S. Hager, "Factors .. ffecting the Color of
Sediments.ry Rocks. ft Bulle tin of erican Petroleum
Geologists. pp. 901-938.
23 1. G. Farbenind, "Pressure and Chemi al Decomposition




Istvan Peter 4 foun , after the extraction of coals with
pyridine, a treatment with a mixture of ethyl alcohol and benzene
does not give an additional extraction. hile pyridine has a
solvent action on the coal bitumen of ordinary temperature~ ~e
ethyl alcohol-benzene mixture acts only at high pressure Both
pyridine and pyridine-hydrochloride disperse the coal subst nce
to a ce tain degree, which favors the view th,J. t .J..;yridine acts
on the coal not solely because of its basic nature o
J. D. Davis and D. . Reynolds25 extracted coal simply by
the use of benzene as a solvent but used heat and pres ure, which
vas impossible in the work performed i1 this paper; althouoh the
temperature itself was varied with not appreciable results. The
ork done by the above two men may be briefly summarized in the
following four statements:
ttl. Solidity of the extract increases on continued extraction.
2. Tne ratio of solid bitumen to oily bitumen increases
with continued extrcction.
3. bitumen that is soluble in benzene under the
conditions of the extraction, but which precipitates
from solution on coolin , is present in coal.
4. Removal of soluble substcnce from coal with either
pyridine or benzene under pressure may cause its
swellin property to either increase or decrease,
depending upon the character of the coal. t26
It ~ay be said that in securing the above given results the coals
were extracted under pressure for a period of approximately
eighteen hours at two hundred and eighty-five degrees centigradeo
24 Istvt- n eter," 1 xtraction i th yrid ine. It Chemical
bstracts. 1930. p. 3627.
25
J. D. Duvis and D.
Extraction of Coal. 1t
Chemistry. Vol. 21.
26 Ibid. p. 1298.




T LE • I
into h:s results.
any of the tests performed on this sample were not per-
Treatment of Sample o. 11 lith Orga~ic olvents
Young27 stated that the coals of ansas have been extracted
Organic olvents
The preliminary work on this paper was done by use of sample
27 C..• YOlmg and H. C. lIen. Kansas Coalo p. 171.
describe the method used in the extraction or go any further
extraction with many of the organic solvents as well as the treat-
with such solvents as ani~ine, acetone, and phenol with the
result that they lost their coking properties, but he does not
formed on any of the other samples, notably, the iodine test, and
uiven the distillation tests b ome thirty organic solvents were
No. 11.
ment with concentrated acids. This was the only sample which was
used on the preliminary, as shovm below o
Per cent Per cent
No Solvent Extraction No Solvent Extraction
1 Acetone 5 01 16 Ether, Diethyl 403
2 lcohol my1 4.2 17 Ether, etroleum 4.4
3 lcohol Butyl 4.2 18 ::thyl cetate 4.1
4 lcohol ~thyl 4.5 19 Ethyl Iodide 4.3
5 lcohol r:ethyl 4.8 20 Formaldehyde 4.5
6 AnilL1.e 5.2 21 Furfural 4.1
7 Benze~e 5.9 22 Gasoline 5.3
8 Bromobezene 4.2 23 erosene 5 05
9 Butyl 1I.Cet::;.te 4.1 24 Olive Oil 3.9
10 C<..rbon isulphide 4.2 25 O-Chlorotoluene 4.0
11 C~rbon Tetrachloride 4.3 26 Pinene 4.7
12 Chlorofor'.Jl 4.2 .. 27 Phenol 6.1.
13 Cresol 5.2 28 Pyridine 6.7
14 Croton Oil 4.8 29 Toluene 408
15 Dimethyl iline 4.2 30 ylene 5.0
-23-
The above results are iven on the rolubility of the sffiRple
placed in an extraction thimble in a test tube containing fifty
cubic centimeters of the solvent, the amount of sample being one
gram in each case. The whole was then placed in a bath at
approximately twenty-five degrees centigrade for a period of ten
days, at which time they were removed, dried and weighed and the
results recorded in the table above. The thimble was then placed
in a Soxhlet apparatus with one hundred cubic centimeters of the
solvent and then extracted at the rate of about sixteen extractions
per hour for approximately ninety minutes. The results of this
extraction were very unsatisfactory, due principally to oxidization,
so will not be definitely reported in this paper. p arently the
per cent of extraction with most solvents was unchanged but due to
oxidization and polymerization of many of the solvents at higher
temperatures these results were very unsatisfactory. The solvents
in which increased solubilities were shown were pyridine, ani+ine,
and phenol, but oxidation was pronounced in each case.
Solubility in cids
The test sample was treated with eight of the common acids
and the results were recorded. These determinations were made
by treating one gram of the sample ~ith fifteen cubic centimeters
of the acid over a period of forty hours at a temperature of
forty-five degrees centigrade. t the end of the treatment the
residue was filtered in a Gooch crucible, washed free of acid
with water, dried and weighed, the loss in weight being due to the
material forming a gas or to its passing into solution.
-24-
T I.E No. II
olubility of Sample No. 11 in cids
er cent Per cent
cid Loss cid Loss
Hydrochloric cid 52 0 40 Hydrof cid 45.74
i tric _ cid 51.28 Formic cid 44.62
Sulphuric cid 49.84 Perchloric cid 38.46
hosphoric cid 47.74 cetic cid 4043
Treatment with Phenol
The treatment lath phenol or carbolic acid, although not
truly an acid, is discussed. The sample was treated with phenol
under tuo sets of conditions, one at forty-five degrees centigrade
for a peri~d of forty hours, the extracti n in this case being
7.11 per cent of the sample, the volatile part of the material
amounting to 4.98 per cent.
The second treatment with phenol was carried on in a
Soxhlet apparatus and the extraction ~as found to be 20.48 per
cent while the combustible portion of the sample was found to
be 21.76 per cent. The loss on i nition of the residue after
the phenol extraction of the samjle was 1.56 per cent Treatment
of the extraction liquor revealed no test for metals, so the
conclusIon laS dra"wn that 0:11y orbs.nic mat rial was extracted.
The temperature used in this extraction wa a~prox~ately one
hundred and eighty degrees centi rade, and the extraction lasted
over a period of approximately ten hours.
Treatment with cetic cid
our of the sam)les were treated in the oxhlet apparatus
ith lacial acetic acid for different periods of time, and it
-25-
~as found the extraction varied. The extraction at ordinary
temperature for a period of ten days seemed to extract only the
volatile material, but men the sample was placed in a oxhlet
extractor t_e results uere entirely different.
The test san~le as.nlaced in the tube and extracted for a
period of ten days at twenty-five de rees centigrade, the per-
cen taoe of e:z:traction being 5,,1 per cent, lhile the volatile
matter was 5.0 per cent. This sam,le ~as then extracted for
periods of half an hour in the oxhlet tube, the maximum length
of extrc.. ction being tyro and one-half hours. The percentage of
extracticn for the sample is sho m in the table belo ..
T B :fo. III
ercenta~e of Extraction with cetic cid
Tree. t::..en t at 250 C for 10 days 5.1%
Treatment in Soxh1et for 30 minutes 5.0 ()
Trea t~..en t in Soxhlet for 60 It 6 .. 5%
Tree t .~ent in oxhlet for 90 It 8.7 a
Treat lent in Soxhlet for 120 It 11.0%
TreLt lent in oxhlet for 150 tt 13.5,0
The acid used for the extraction was filtered and evaporated
to dryness and the residue taken up in hydrochloric acid and water.
~1e residue vas found to consist of large quantities of aluminum
with traces of iron and calcium.. The residue remaining in the
thimble was then weighed and ignited. It was found th t the loss
upon ignition las practicully the same as before treatment, with
acetic acid, if the volatile material were subtracted it seemingly
being taken away in the extraction.
aturation Test
Shales and coals have been treated in various m r~ers with
halogen compounds, with some results, especially by the use of
high pressures. In this test no attempt was made to determ~ne
the effect of iodine solutions at any pressure other than atmos-
pheric. It was hoped that the iodine would attack the unsaturated
bitumen within the shale if such existed, but no results were
obtained in either case other than to show that the strength of
the iodine solution ~as apparently unchan ed.
Two different iodine solutions were used in this determination,
iodine in solution in methyl alcohol and iodine in an aqueous
solution of potassium iodide; neither of the solutions was stan-
dardized, but a blank determination wa run in ea h case. It may
be said here, however, that both solutions were approximately
normal.
The proceedure in each case was to take five grams of the
sample and place it in a two hundred and fifty cubic centimeter
iodine flask and to add fifty cubic centimeters of the respective
iodine solutions to each of the samples as well as to each of the
blanks. The flasks were then placed in a bath at approximately
forty degrees centigrade and allowed to remain for a period of
one hundred hour So Ten cubic centlineters of the solution were
then pipetted off and titrated with approximately .1 N sodium
thiosulphate. The same amount of titrating solution was needed
in each ca~e for the sample solution as was needed for the blank,
so it was concluded that no reaction took place between the
bitumen and iodine at the temperature and pressure used.
-2'7-
Distillation Test
The sample contained considerable carbonaceous material so
a test was made by distillation. The method used was that used
in the preliminary testing of oil shales at the Colorado School
diagram of the apparatus may be observed below:
Fig. Noo 4. pparatus used in distillation of the shale.
• Retort
B. Graduate cylinder for oils
C. Condenser
D. Graduate cylinder for oils
E. bsorption bulbs for ammonia
F. Carboy of water for gas
G. Graduate to measure water
28 Low, . H. Technical ethods of Ore alysis. pp. 291-294.
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The shale is crushed to quarter inch size and the two
hundred and forty-one gram sample is placed in the retort and
heate~ carefully, the operation bein ended when as ceases to
pass t rough the absorption bulbso The amount of an@onia is
determined by the 'eldahl method, titr ting into .2 nornal
sulphuric acid, each centimeter used being equivalent to 0.10954
pounds of awmonium sulph' te-ger ton of shale. The volume of
water displaced is the volume of pe·rmanent gasses and the volume
in cubic centimeters multiplied by 0.1329 equals the yield in
cubic feet per ton. Each cubic centimeter of oil or water
collected re~re8ents one gallon per ton of shale.
The yields obtained in this distillation were not reat












5 gal. per ton
8 gal. per ton
3 gal. p.er ton
l>25 pound per ton
1000 cubic feet per ton
10 atte '-" t i as made to analyze any of the oils or gasses.
They were siLply collected nd the ount reported.
alysis of Samnles
The Hork upon the twenty samples of shales was run and is
discussed in the order of color tests; insolubility, and sulphur
-29-
trioxide content; treat~ent with organic solvent, including
acetic acid; and the regular inor anic analysis.
Color Test
The color test used for this work· as one devised by
bra s and Harder for the detection of organic material in
cement. 29 The sample {as ground to about an eighth inch size
and two hundred grams weighed into a container with one hundred
cubic centimeters of three per cent sodium hydroxide solution
and digested at room temperature for a period of twenty-four
hou_s o The material {as then filtered until the filtrate as
clear. Ten cubic centimeters of the filtrate was then placed
in a fifty cubic centimeter essler tube and diluted to fifty
cubic centimeters with distilled watero The color value was
then determined by conparison ith a standard and reported in
milli rams of t~ nic acid. (For preparation of standard see
appendix. )
Insoluble Residue ani SUlphur Trioxide
Tests for insolubility and sulphur trioxide were aIm used
which are employed upon cement. 30 To find the insoluble residue
treat one gram of the sample in a beaker with ten cubic centi-
meters of water and five cubic centimeters of hydrochloric acid
and arm until effervescence ceases. Dilute to fifty cubic
centimeters and digest on the steam bath until decomposition is
complete. Filter the residue into a Gooch crucible containing
a known weight of asbestos, and ~ash well with cold water.
29 Griffin, R. C., Technical 'Iethods of
30 Ibid. pp. 573-574.
alysiso p. 580.
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( ave washings for sUl_hur trioxide determinatiLn.) Digest the
residue and asbestos in thirty cubic centimeters of five per
cent sodium carbonate solution, keeping just belo the boiling
point for fifteen minutes. Filter into a Gooch crucible, wash
with cold water then 1~9.hydrochloric acid, then again with
cold water. The crucible is then ready to be dried and wei hed,
the loss in eight of the sample being the loss due to the
treatment.
To the first acid filtrate above add water to make to two
hundred fifty cubic centimeters heat to boiling and add ten
cubic cent eters of ten per cent barium chloride solution, make
up to five htmdred cubic centimeters and place fifty cubic
centimeters in a 1 essler tUbe to be compared with a standard.
Organic Solvents
The vlork with the organic solvents was limited to benzene,
methyl alcohol, and acetic acid. The sample was pulverized and
one gr weighed into an extraction paper ihich was placed in a
test tube with fifty cubic centimeters of the solvent and left
in a bath at twenty-five de rees centigrade for ten'days, at
which tirre the extraction paper and sample were removed and
weighed, the loss being the amount of the sample extracted.
Carbon Dioxide Determination
The amount o~ carbon dioxide in the various samples was
determined by the methods of loss in weight and also gain in
weight, the results checkinv very closelyo The ethod of direct
-31-
weighing as used by Cloves and Coleman31 was perhaps the more
accurate of the two methods, but the set-up is more exacting
and it required more time than the method by loss in weight.
Fig. 5. ?paratus used in direct
weighing of Carbon Dioxide
Several determinations were in progress at the same time. The
chr'tter apparatus,'32 as described in the same book, was the
apnaratus used in the determination by loss in weight. The
results b-r this latter method are usually not so accurate as
are those of the method of direct weighing, but i~ this case
they were close enough together for the purpose intended.
31 Cloves and Coleman,
32 Ibid. p. 128.
uantitative nalysis. pp. 121-127.
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To carry out this determination 05000 gram of the dry
sam~le las weighed into a platinum crucible and the whole
placed in a Skidmore iron crucible with a tight fitting cover.
The iron crucible was then placed over a large .~eeker burner
and heated for a period of thirty minuteso The platinum
crucible and contents were then removed and weighed. The loss
in weight las reported as volatile material.
Combustible aterial
The platinum crucible and contents were then placed over
the direct flame of the burner and burned for a period of approx-
imately tfO hours (until constant weight was attained after a
short treatment in an atmosphere of dry carbon dioxide). The loss




The ash or residue re ining after ignition was fused with
approximately ten grams of fusion mixture (sodium carbonate -
potassium carbonate) and the fused mass transferred to a casserole
where it was disintegrated in about two hundred fifty cubic centi-
meters of water. The solution was made acid to litmus with
hydrochloric acid and ten cubic centimeters were added in excess 9
The casserole was allowed to set on the steam bath until evaporated
to dryness. The residue was taken up in five cubic centimeters
of hydrochloric acid and one hundred cubic centimeters of water
was added. This residue was then filtered and washed in two normal
hydrochlo~ic acid and finally in hot water. Evaporate the filtrate
to dryness, take up in acid and water and filter as before, collect-
ing the second yield of silica in a new filter paper. Ignite the
filter papers in a platinum crucible and then add two or three
drops of sulnhuric acid. The crucible is then heated to a dull
redness to constant eight. dd one cubic centimeter of six normal
sulphuric acid and three to five cubic centimeters of hydrof ic
acid and evaporate to dryness on the steam bath. The crucible is
now ibnited to constant v"eight o The loss is the silicon dioxide. 33
luminum and Iron Oxides
The filtrate of the silicon dioxide determination was diluted
to about two hundred and fifty cubic centimeters and made alkaline
by addition of ammonium hydroxide, then boiled to drive off excess
ammonia and filtered. The filtrate is saved for calcium oxide and
33 Smith, George. ~uantit&tive Chemical alysis. pp. 85-88.
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ma nesium oxide determination. The precipitate was dissolved in
hydrochloric acid and reprecipitated with ammonium hydroxide and
a6ain boiled to drive off excess ammonia, filtered and the pre-
cipitate ignited to constant weight as altuninum oxide and ferric
oxide, the filtrate being added to the first filtrateo 34
~lO proceedures were used for finding the amount of ferric
oxide present in the aluminum oxide and ferric oxide precipitate o
The first method was a method of oxidizatiun of the iron. The
precipitate of aluminum oxide and ferric oxide was fused with
sodium bisulphate and the melt taken up in dilute sulphuric acid
and then heated until sul,hur trioxide fumes were given off. The
substance was dissolved in water and reduced by pa8sing hydrogen
sulphide through the solution, the hydrogen sulphide being boiled
out while passing a current of carbon dioxide through the solution.
This solution was titrated immediately with a standard solution of
potassium permanganate. 35
The second method for the determination of ferric oxide in
the sample wqs by a method of reduction of the iron. The aluminum
oxide and ferric oxide precipitate was fused with fusion mixture
and then dissolved in hydrochloric acid. The iron was completely
oxidized by adding a few crystRls of potassium chlorate and then
evaporated to dryness to expell chlorine. The sample was taken
up in fifty cubic centimeters of six normal hydrochloric acid,
heated to boilin and qUickly titrated with st9.nnous chloride
Standard IIIethods of Chemical malysis ••34 Scott, finfred
pp. 650 -651.
35 Ibid. pp. 651-652.
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until the yellow color faded completelY036
Calcium Oxide
The determination of calcium as made in t"o different
ways, one volumetrically and the other gravermatically, both
giving satisfactory results. The first method was carried on
by making the filtrate from the iron and aluminum alkaline
with ammonium hydroxide, then boiling and adding t\enty cubic
centimeters of a hot saturated solution of ammonium oxalateo
The boiling process as continued until a good precipitate of
calcium oxalate formed. ..U'ter sta'lding twenty minutes the
precipitate was filtered. The calcium oxalate was dissolved in
hydrochloric acid and water added to one hundred cubic cent i-
meters, then reprecipitated as before, filtered and washed free
fr01 chlorides. e precipitate was decomposed by treatment with
ninety cubic centimeters of three normal sulphuric acid, and made
up to three hundred cubic centimeters then titrated lith potassium
perman anate at seventy degrees centigrade. 37
The gravermetric determination of calcium was much more
rapid than the method preceeding and seemingly was as accurate.
The filtrate frol the iron and aluminum was heated to the boiling
point, made alkaline with ammonium hydroxide, then alkaline
molybd te solution las added at the rate of about one drop per
second until an excess was present. The liquid was boiled until
it beca e cle[r and then allowed to coolo e precipitate was
36 Scott, linfred W., Standard, ethods of Chemic8.1
pp. 221.
alysis.
37 Smith, George. uantitativ8 Chemical .nalysis. p. 137.
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~iltered in a Gooch crucible, wasled ,ith hot water, dried,
ignited and ei'hed. 58
.:agnesium Oxide
e filtrates of the calcium precipitate Tere acidified
with hydrochloric acid and concentr ted on the steam bath to
about one hundred and fifty cubic centDlieters. To each filtrate
was added ten cubic centimeters of a saturated solution of
dibasic sodiluu phosphateo This solution Tas then boiled a
short time, cooled, and made alkaline by the addition of
ammonium hydroxide added drop-wise to secure cOI:Lplete precipita:-·-
non. The solution was then set aside, cooled, filtered, i nited
and veighed as rna nesium pyrophosphate. 59
The eve:Ql s ples carryino magnesium were also run by
washino the magnesium hydrogen phosphate in 1:9 hydrochloric
acid, opening the filter paper and dryin' at room temper~ture
for forty-five minutes to e}~ell ammonia o The substance was
placed in a dry beaker and tenth normal sulphuric acid added
in an excess (usin methyl orange indic tor) the rolution
diluted to one hundred cubic centimeters and the excess of
acid titrated with tenth normal sodium hydroxide. 40
58 liley, R. C. "Separatj. 11 of Calcium and Magnesium by
1.!01ybdate ILethod, n Industrial and Engineerin Chemistry
po 127. pril, 1953.
59 Scott, infred .• Standard ,ethods of Chemical Analysis.
pp. 652-655.
40 Ibid. p. 256.
PRESK~T .TI .J } ill DI SCUSS F l~ OF DAT
e table presented on the following pa -e is the result
of the apnlication of the methods described in the preceeding
ch-:-.pter upon the tw'enty sam::,')les colle cted. _e data of the
entire analysis have all been placed in the one table so that
the relationship between the samples can readily be observed.
The first ten samnles, as has been stated elsewlillre in
this paper, are in a sequence l~ne runn~no for several miles
in a south-southwest and north-northeast direction. It is
from these thQt the basic conclusions of this pGuer are drawn,
he~lce they shall be di scussed in more det8i 1 t '<:"11 the la t ten •
• ffi observation of the table s 10'\YS the great variety of
rocks found within this o~e formation, and an observation in
the field causes one to 'londer thq t such variety is not nore
prono ~nced. It probably would be if the study had been more
extensive. e rocks apparently range from almost a pure
sand to almost pure lUlestone. The purest limestole of the
formation is mlut is known locally a the Lightnino Creek
Lime, ut as no analysis was obtained its true purity, at
different :DOiIlts, is not knovm. HOiVev~, it is knOVffi to
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This graph shows the relationship of the coloring matter
in the shales as determined by the treatment of the samples with
sodium hydroxide, reported in milligrams of tannic acid. It
will be observed by a study of the table and graph that the
location of the sanple, apparently, has little relation to the
color value imparted to the sodium hydroxide. This test,
however, depends upon the existance, presumably, of certain
bitumens and seems to have no relationship to the.amount of
combustLble material as shown by ignition. Considering the
fact of the· above statement, the color test, as applied,
apparently has little value as a means of classifying the
shales, but seems to depend for' its value upon some other




90 94- 915 /02
The insoluble residue of the rock, as determined by
1'\ /
treatment with hydrochloric acid and sodium carbonate, shows
that the more insoluble rock fs to the south and as one pro-
ceed to the north a greater amount of soluble material is
found. This fact would lead one to conclude that the rock
to the south was probably closer to the land body and con-
tained more of the insoluble sediments and sand particles
from the shore while the rock farther north was formed less
by sediments and more by precipitation of soluble substances,




The origin of the sulphur trioxide is not known to the
writer. ~he tests were slight in all cases. The sulphur is
probably of organic origin, but there is no certainty. Seem-
in ly, as shown by the comparative test, the content increased
as one draws away from what is supposedly the position of the
land mass which would lead one to believe that the deposit was
from the sea water. However, this may be due only to the fact






The extraction lith benzene, as will be observed,
increases as the s pIes get farther froll the presumed land
mass. This is supposedly due to the increase in organic
,
matter up to the last two samples where both seem to decline.
It cannot be definitely stated whether the decline is due to
an actual decline in the general content of the strata or
whether it is an error in sampling. It could be due to some




The methyl alcohol extraction declined on the last two
samples, probably for the same reason as for the decline in
the benzene extraction; but no definite statement can be made
in either case. This extraction is only slightly below the




The acetic acid extraction has the same trend as the
extraction with benzene and methyl alcohol, but s~ems to run
approximately one per cent less in most all cases. There
probably was somethLlg it did not extract which the other
solvents extracted. Ignition of the extraction residues





The carbon dioxide content of the rock increases markedly
as we proceed away from th e supposed po 9i tion of the land na SSe
This fact is very strong evidence tl~t the supposed position
was the true position of the land and that the percentage of
carbon dioxide increases as we proceed farther from the old
shore line, due to the precipitation of Calcium Carbonate.
6-
Volatile aterial
Grap h No. VIII
5, :3
The increase in volatile material runs in approximately
the same trend as the extraction of the organic solvents with
nearly the same percenta e as the acetic acid extraction. Only
the amount of the volatile matter was determined, no attention
being paid to the composition.
7-
Combustible aterial
Grap h No 0 IX.
II. 1-- /1.8
The amount of combustible material tends to increase
from samples 4 and 5 after which it decreases exce~t for the
abnormality occuring in 8.
Silicon ioxide
Graph No.
The percentage of silicon dioxide present decreases
rapidly as we get farther away from the position from which
the sediments are supposed to have been transported. This
fact is strong sup)ort for the belief that the land mass was
to the southwest during the deposit of the Cherokee formation,





The aluminum oxide, which is one of the important con-
stituants of fine muds, tends to i~crease as we draw away
from the land mass. This fact with the decrease of the sand
and increase in calcium c2rbonte shows that to the south
sands were deposited. Farther north limes and oozes began
to predominate. The limestone percentage increased more




The percentage of iron drops off as we leave the shore.
The iron found was probably included as an impurity in the
sand particles and decreased accordingly as the sand decreased,
only much more rapidly, as the heavier sands containing the
iron were deposited nearer the shore. ~lis curve follows very





The limestone incre&sing as we draw away from the supposed
land mass locates-almost conclusively the position of the land
rna s at the time of the deposition of the rock strata. The
purest of limestones are deposited where no material from a land
mass reaches the place where depositi n is occuringo The calcium
carbon~te content of the rock decre .ses as we go to ard land,
first the ooze' appearing, t~en t_e sands, as ,e proved, nearer
to the lan mass.
.-52-
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pparently little magnesium oxide was formed in these
rock layers, there being traces only as we proceed some
distance from the shore lines.
The d~ta sho~n in the table and the graphs show that
undoubtedly the land mass, during the deposition of the rocks
of the Cherokee formation, was to the south and west. This
fact '.8.S the La. jor thing which was hoped to be proven in th i
paper.
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The data, as found by the chemical analysis of the samples
of rock, is very conclusive in the evidence that the land mass
was to the southwest. This is especially true when ~e consider
th~t all observations in the deposition of sed' entary layers
point to three overlapping zones of deposition, as follo s:
(1) along the shore are deposit c , principally of sands and
gravels, the coarser and heavier being near the shore line, (2)
next is the ~ne of muds and oozes, or those fine particles of
matter which are held in suspension for a longer period of time,
but are eventually settled out, and (3) the area of precipitation
of pure c lcium carbonate ~hich is so far from shore little or




One of the three chief purposes for the work revie~ed in
the preceedin ch,:,pters was to make a study of the character
of the rock makin up the fonaation. The formaticn itself is
of a very heterogeneous natu e bein6 of ~ll gradations of sands,
shales, and limestones. These beds themselves are not consistent,
lensing frequently and continually chanoing in chemical composit-
ion. SOffie place coal of good Quality is abundant and in other
places apparently there is little or no organic material. Some
fe~ of the hales themselves are rich in c~rbonaceous material
and in times of economic stress upon n-tural resources could
undoubtedly be distilled at a profit.
Location of LandlB.sS
The location of the land mass from which the Cherokee form-
ation comes was undoubtedly to the southwest, as is shown by the
chemic~l analysis and also by the facts concerning, the geology
of the beds.
The beds a~e knoml to thicken to the south and west, as
well as to become more dominently sandstone and to contain fewer
lime layers.. is is shown very decidedly in the analysis given,
and upon applying the principles of sedimentation le find con-
clusive evidence of a southwest location of the dominating land
mass. Local movements of the floor of the shallow sea, however,





It was one of the aims of this paper to be enabled to
give the beds of the Cherokee some definite correlation and to
be able to identify these beds on a basis of their analysis.
The statement rray be made now, however, that this task has
met with failure. The outcrop of the Cherokee formation in
Kansas, apJarently, is so close to the original land mass
from which sediments were constantly washed, and so near the
shore that the currents and local shifting of the sea floor
greQtly affected deposition of sed~ents. The chemical compos-
ition of the rocks IS apparently in no case in any wise
consistant. The method of correlation, hich is probably best
for the Cherokee formation, is truly upon a litholo ical basis.
The three main lines of study in the paper were: (1) to
make a brief study of the general character of the rocks making
up the Cherokee formation, (2) to determine the approxir~te loca--
uon of the land mass from which the greater part of the sed" eDts
of the formation were derived, and (3) to determine if the rock
layers within the formation could be differentiated and classified
upon a basis of their chemical analysis.
The work was carried on by giving the rocks a general chemical
analysis, qualitative tests being made for heavy metals such as
lead, zinc, copper, and mlver, but none were found. The substances
reported are the oxides of silicon, aluminum, iron, carbon, calcium,
and magnesium. The rock was also extracted with benzene, methyl
alcohol, and acetic acid and the amount of extraction determined.
Observations were made with the microscope and spectroscope but
the work with the latter did not meet with any success, due to the
difficulty of etting rid of the iron vmich is very detrimental
when present in testing for other metals.
The results of the work, as a whole, were sati'sfactory. It
was found that the formation was an admixture of carbonaceous
material, sands, shales, and limestones in all vary~ng degrees ani
combinations. The conclusion was reached that the land mass from
which these sediments came was located somewhere to the southwest
and presumably not so very far away. The attempt to give the
different levels of the formation any strat1,graph1c standing on




Organic Color Test Solution
Ta~nic ~cid - ~dd ten cubic centimeters of a toper cent
solution of tannic acid in ten )er cent alcohol to ninety cubic
centineters of ~ three per cent solution of sodium hydroxide and
let 'stqnd trlenty-four hours at room temperc:.ture. Place 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0
cubic centimeters of the solution in each of fourteen Nessler
tubes and dilute to fifty cubic centimeters 'Ii th distilled 'I ater.
'aC1 cubic centimeter of tannic acid solution used represents two
milligraTIs' of tannic acid.
-57-
reci~itatio~ Solution
if:solve 35.0 gr:.r s of tl:e ammonium
iter of distilled water.
C lci~ Frecinitation Solutions
Sulphur Trioxide Test Solution
Barium Sulph~te - eigh out 4.0000 r ms of very finely
divided b'lrium sulphate into one hl.11ldred cubic centimeters of
water and divide into collodial dli~ensio_ s. ~lace five, ten,
fifteen, t.renty, and t lenty-five cubic centimeters of this
solution into each of five ressler tube1::. and di lute to fifty
cub ic centinete [; Ii th ~ater. Each five cubic ce:1timete s of
the solution eauals to t 0 hundredths of a l' n of barium
sul')hate on the basis of the ;.reight of sar.1)le taken approximating
1.36 per cent sulphur trioxide.
onium Lolybdate - To a nixt ~e of 0~1e hundred and
thirty cubic centimeters of cold water and seventy-five cubic
centimeters of co. centrated ammonium hydroxide add fifty grams
of molybdenum oxide and stir until di solved. dd this slowly
wi th const<.nt stirring to a mixture of t'-jQ hundred, and forty
cubic centimeters of concentrate _ nitric acid and five hundred
and seventy-five cubic centimeters of distilled water. 'lloTI
to stand seve....'.l de:. s and decent the cle~.::' lifluid, ma e a:m.r:lonical
Ii th amnoniUI'l hy roxide innedi~:ttel v r befo:~e us i::g.
.rlonium O:cala te -
oxalate cryst~ls in one
Sodiun Fhos)h~te - Dissolv~ one hundrea d t~e~ty rans




Potassium Fe ~~oanate - Dissolve 3.16 gr~ms of the
pot~sSiurl perLlffil anate crystals in one liter of water and
st'l.ndardize 1:,si!l.;> sodiurl. oxalate.
Stenno1:s C loride - Dissolve two gr~ns of stannous chloride
crystals in ~LOt cOTlcentra ted hydrochloric acid and make uJ) to
one litr;r. (I,:ust be .~ept Q.1."o."- fro:r. oxygen.) One cubic centi::J.eter
e als c.~proxi:'JB.tel" 0.001 gr.r of iron, but it must be
standardize,: '1 r '''i'"lst e iron.
Sodiun Thios Iphate - Di~colve 24.8 r~ms of sodi"un thio-
suI. hate cryst~ls i~ one liter of later and standardize using
ex,-,-ctl..- one-teilth norm31 ")ota siu dichro;ate.
Sodiur.l iydrozide - Dissolve 4.2 g ....:.1. of stock sodi:.un
hydroxide ir: o:.e liter of i'7ater. T':" trr.te aC8.inst standal'd acid.
Hydrochloric cid - l.l.ix 8.4 cubic centimeters of the con-
centre.ted acid ,vi th water to make one liter' of solutiolu
St'~n 2rdize b ti t.rC'.tin o.""ainst dry so ium bic rbonate.
Sul:;huric cid - r':ix 2.8 cubic centimeters of concentr ted
sulphuric acid lith later to ma e one liter. Standardize by
titrating D.oainst sodium bicerbonate.
Conper Sulnhate-Pumice
T'nis matJrial is use tn the determination of carbon
dio ide by the ~thod of direct weighing. It is prepared by
placing small pieces of pumice in a nor!il9.1 solution of copper
sul)h::te !ind then heating in an eva. ora tins dish to dryness
an fin:211y entir'31y de ydr<...til1o the cop:er sulpllate.
Chemicals
The I1I.a.iori t..-r of the che ic::::.ls ueeel in this work iVere either
tlI.fallinckrodt C enicals lT or "Bal-;rs .:..alyzed. " The ri ty of
the rodllct::. of these co._>~?nies Jas a gre.:: t 11el) in the e::actness
of t e V'or .:.
Tre t. ent of Fibers
Extr=ctioL thi bles wer3 treated with solvents usei b~fore
t.1CY wer ~ 11'"'e r',s CO~lt .inerE for the Sl nples. Fil t3"':' ~)apers
were c~refully [elected for tleir s ecific ~urposes and tre~ted
~_.en tre~t!. )nt VIas deeI"'.e-' :leceES -:::'. T: e asbo:3tos used VTaS
tr~':ted Hit: bo h acid and alkali before use in ' 11 cases.
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